Representation of regular and irregular shapes in macaque inferotemporal cortex.
We determined the degree to which the response modulation of macaque inferior temporal (IT) neurons corresponds to perceptual versus physical shape similarities. IT neurons were tested with four groups of shapes. One group consisted of variations of simple, symmetrical (i.e. regular) shapes that differed in nonaccidental properties (NAPs, i.e. viewpoint-invariant), such as curved versus straight contours. The second and third groups were composed of, respectively, simple and complex asymmetrical (i.e. irregular) shapes, all with curved contours. A fourth group consisted of simple, asymmetrical shapes, but with straight (corners) instead of curved contours. The neural modulations were greater for the shapes differing in NAPs than for the shapes differing in the configuration of the convexities and concavities. Multidimensional scaling showed that a population code of the neural activity could readily distinguish the four shape groups. This pattern of neural modulation was strongly manifested in the results of a sorting task by human subjects but could not be predicted using current image-based models (i.e. pixel energies, V1-like Gabor-jet filtering and HMAX). The representation of shape in IT thus exceeds a mere faithful representation of physical reality, by emphasizing perceptually salient features relevant for essential categorizations.